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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE

The Fund is a diversified Fund that invests in liquid real assets classes such as equities, commodities, inflation protected bonds, listed globally. Portfolio resources are
allocated between different sectors (Water, Timber, Energy, Gold, Inflation…) that are representative of the underlying macroeconomic trends and benefit from
fundamental strengths in demand while having few substitutes and constrained supply. Bottom-up analysis is based on a set of financial and sustainability criteria

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT 

An unusually weak December closed the last quarter of 2018. Falling PMIs globally
and a rapidly declining Citi global economic surprises indicator (which fell for 3
consecutive months while staying above June 2018 lows) added to investors’
anxiety. 

Risk assets posted one of their worst quarters in modern history as long-term interest
rates declined in major developed and emerging markets on threats to global trade
and global economic growth. 

The U.S. Federal Reserve increased its base rate as expected in December
explaining that money market rates were close to neutral territory, leaving room for
less tightening throughout 2019. 

In Europe, the ECB confirmed the end of its quantitative easing program while in
Japan, the BOJ increased the limits of intervention that are guiding its monetary
policy. 

This rapidly evolving monetary backdrop held back the U.S. dollar which
appreciated by only 1% against developed markets peers while emerging markets
currencies reversed their previous quarters losing streak and appreciated on
average. 

Headline inflation declined in major economies while exemptions from U.S.
sanctions on Iranian oil exports and rapidly rising American oil production caused
oil prices to crash more than 30%.

The US yield curve continued to flatten and even inverted between 1 and 7 years
while 10Y interest rates declined by 38 bps during the quarter. The U.S. dollar as
measured by the DXY appreciated significantly during October and November
before declining in December. 

Broad commodities declined 9.4% as losses in energy and industrial metals offset
gains in precious metals and agriculture. The S&P 500 crashed 13.5% as market
breadth deteriorated the most since 2015 and underperformed other major equity
markets, except for Japan, as technology and more generally growth oriented
stocks underperformed. 

Cyclicals and smaller companies experienced a significant correction, having
declined more than 20% since their recent highs in August and September. 

 The Italian Budgetary crisis had no contagion effects on other European periphery
markets while EM equities held up better. 

Global equities declined 12.5% while global emerging markets and global frontier
markets lost 7.5% and 4.3% respectively. Global bonds added 1.4% while high
yield spreads widened significantly.  

Yield spreads in emerging market external debt reversed gains and followed
corporates’ trajectory while local debt benefited from stabilizing currencies except
in Russia and in Mexico. 10Y inflation break-evens slid 40 bps both in the U.S. and
in the Eurozone to 1.71% and 0.96% respectively.

  PERFORMANCE REVIEW AND PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY

The Silk Sustainable Real Assets Fund posted a negative return over the
quarter ending December 31st, 2018. The Fund lost 16.07% while the S&P Global
Natural Resources TRN Index retreated 16.79% and the Bloomberg Commodity TR
Index lost 9.41% over the same period. 

On a monthly basis, the fund’s NAV fell 8.28% in October, shed 0.56% in
November and lost 7.97% in December. For the year, the Fund has retreated by
16.1% while the S&P Global Natural Resources TRN Index and the Bloomberg
Commodity TR Index has declined by 12.57% and 11.25% respectively.
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Energy equities retreated 19% during the period as analysts slashed their
estimates for the sector despite record profitability achieved during Q3. Fears of a
possible supply crunch that prevailed at the end of September rapidly evolved into
oversupply anxiety as waivers granted to importers of Iranian oil and record North
American production pressured Oil prices.  In early December OPEC and its allies
agreed to re-introduce a production cap. The commodity energy sub-sector
index crashed 25.8% as the rally in Brent and WTI crudes reversed with front
month prices declining 35% and 38% respectively. Longer dated contracts held-up
better, declining by 10% on average which resulted in Contango in both markets;
the Trans-Atlantic spread stabilized at $9 again, reinforcing the appeal for
downstream operators. The Fund’s energy equity strategy underperformed as U.S.
upstream companies, Marathon Oil and Hess retreated by 38.2% and 43%
respectively. European majors Total, Royal Dutch Shell and BP held-up better
while Galp Energia fell 20%. U.S. oil services company Schlumberger and
downstream operator Phillips 66 underperformed. 

We started the quarter with a slightly conservative allocation to the sector and
during the downturn, we increased allocation to Marathon Oil and to Royal
Dutch Shell by 1% each as the latter was yielding more than 6% at the time.
Overall, we increased the Fund’s exposure to European majors while increasing
exposure into U.S. upstream. At the end of the period, exposure to the sector stood
at 22.2%.      

Infrastructure equities posted negative returns for the quarter. The DJ Brookfield
Global Infrastructure Index lost 5.9% in Q4 as falling interest rates and the appeal
of defensive stocks helped the sector to hold-up better than the broader market.
The energy infrastructure subsector fell in a very negative environment for oil
prices with the Morningstar MLP Composite index crashing 18.3% despite
increasing volumes of NGLs, natural gas and oil flows. New projects’ pipeline
added another pick-up in interest both in the Gulf Coast and in other shale basins.
The Fund’s energy infrastructure strategy fell less than the index. Williams
Cos and Plains All American retreated more than 18% while Kinder Morgan,
Enterprise Product Partners and Western Gas held-up better.  Buckeye
Partners, which is poised to benefit as Brent prices revert back to contango, lost
17% after the management announced a distribution cut and sale of non-core assets
as a result of the strategic review. The common unit continues to yield more than
10% annualized after the correction.

During the quarter, we took profits in Western Gas as units rebounded strongly in
the days that followed its General Partner’s tender offer. 

 We redeployed cash in late November to Magellan Midstream as we continued
to diversify the portfolio’s exposure to natural gas transportation systems while
keeping the allocation to other infrastructure sub-sectors stable. Overall exposure to
infrastructure stood at 17%, while the energy infrastructure subsector represented
13.3% of assets.  

Gold bullion prices rebounded by 7.5% in Q4 after six straight monthly losses as
ETF investor flows reversed and resulted in a 109 ton surge over the quarter. In
parallel, speculators  significantly reduced their short positions from all-times highs
while commercial entities started to increase their hedges from lows last seen in
2001 (per CFTC data).

Gold stocks, as measured by the FTSE Gold mines index, rebounded 16.1% even
while other mining stocks declined significantly. Franco-
Nevada and Royal Gold underperformed while Ossisko Gold rebounded from
all-time lows in November. 

During the period, we reduced exposure to gold bullion to 9% while keeping gold
stocks stable at 6%.

Timber equities collapsed during the quarter as higher interest rates in the U.S.
translated into higher mortgage rates which sparked investors’ concerns that
housing activity is about to slow down significantly. In parallel lumber prices
crashed 40% since their late May levels which increased pressure on margins for
the most cyclically oriented players. 

The S&P Global Timber and Forestry Index fell 23.3% over the period as the
perception of a challenging environment for the U.S. housing market hurt Timber
REITS and Wood producers, while paper companies stock prices declined on
growth concerns both in the U.S. and globally. 

The Fund’s strategy underperformed as investors disregarded record profits reported
both by Canadian and U.S. companies and concentrated on more cautious forward
looking statements. Weyerhaeuser in particular fell 31% as a result of reduced
guidance. The sell-off severely impacted Canadian wood producers with stock
prices collapsing more than 28% in some cases (Canfor and Interfor) while West
Fraser declined 12.6%. U.S. Timber REITS PotlachDeltic and Rayonier held-up
better as the REITs sector outperformed in general. 

Paper names International Paper and Mondi fell more than 17% as
overcapacity in the sector and potential lower pricing power caused analysts to
slash estimates.  
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The fourth quarter is usually weak for Timber equities and we took the opportunity
created by the sell-off in global markets to rebuild our positions in the sector. At the
end of October and in November, we increased our exposure to Canfor and
West Fraser (whose stock price bottomed-out during that period) by 3% as price
declines resulted in a spectacular increase in valuation multiples. In December, we
reinitiated a position in Svenska Cellulosa as its stock’s price corrected more than
30% since we exited our position in August. We kept exposure to the paper sector
stable. At the end of the period, our allocation to timber represented 18.1% of the
portfolio. 

 Water equities held up better than the overall market (the S&P Global Water
declined 8.6% during the quarter) as utilities were the only sector to benefit from
sector rotation globally and experienced stock price increases over the period.
Increasing political risks in the U.K. led investors to underweight the country’s stock
markets and currency in their global portfolios which resulted in a significant
discount for UK regulated water utilities when compared to their U.S. based peers.
The consolidation process in publicly held and municipal water utilities in the U.S.
continued with SJW having succeeded a capital increase to finance the acquisition
of Connecticut Water Services. In France, Suez fell 5% after a very strong start
while Veolia posted a 2.8% increase. Water technology continued to
outperform as Ecolab shed 1% while water infrastructure posted negative
results with A.O. Smith and Mueller Water declining 20% while Ebara crashed
more than 30% during the period. 

We exited Ecolab at the beginning of December as company’s valuations become
expensive in comparison with other sectors and reduced our allocation to the
water technology segment to 1.5% at the end of the period. We exited SJW
Group before the capital increase with a profit, we halved exposure to Suez at the
end of November and reduced our water utilities exposure to 5.9% while we kept
allocation to the water infrastructure segment at 6.1%.

The allocation to broad commodities is limited to an ETF providing exposure to the
asset class without the agriculture sub-sector. Despite its outsized exposure to the
energy subsector, our ETF underperformed only slightly as concerns around global
trade and its impact on global growth rates negatively affected industrial metals
prices. Precious metals prices rebounded during the period.

We reduced the allocation to the asset class at the end of October to approximately
8.6% at quarter-end.

PORTFOLIO OUTLOOK & STRATEGY

We started the quarter with a relatively modest cash level as the clear dichotomy
between global markets and the U.S. stock market created a very unusual and
potentially unstable environment. 

As stock market, commodity and bond yields peaked in early October, we began
to gradually increase the portfolio’s sensitivity to the economic cycle, both in the
U.S. and globally. Throughout the quarter we reduced and/or exited some of our
positions, in the Water sector in particular, and recycled funds selectively into
sectors (energy, timber) and companies that have been indiscriminately hit during
the sell-off. More specifically, we reduced exposure to slower growth companies
with rich valuations while reinvesting proceeds into sectors and companies where
we think analysts’ consensus and market sentiment became overly bearish. We
continued to increase the distribution yield of the overall portfolio, in particular by
adding to integrated oil & gas and energy infrastructure sectors. 

We continued to exit the most expensive positions in our water technology and
water utilities sleeve. We took profits and reduced exposure both to gold and broad
commodities. The disconnect between the economic reality and leading indicators
(the world economy is not in recession) and stock markets behaviour resulted in a
series of dislocations in the correlations between different markets and asset classes
during the quarter. 

As realised volatility on the S&P 500 didn’t reach the levels seen in February, we
exited our macro hedges with a profit in October and in November. In late
December, we tactically bought an out-of-the-money call option which we partially
financed by selling an out-of-the-money put option to capitalise on an extremely
distorted volatility surface on the U.S. stock market. Cash stood at 5.3%. 
The portfolio still has a clear bias to European and Canadian equities as the
valuation metrics are currently less expensive than other regions, while offering
similar or higher earnings growth potential.

 
We continue using a very dynamic approach in energy equities where increasing
U.S. oil and natural gas production, coupled with infrastructure, trade and geo-
politics related factors are met by healthy levels of global demand. The recent
weakness in timber REITS, wood producers and in water infrastructure is increasing
the appeal of the sub-sectors. 

We expect the fund’s cash level to decline from current levels while over-all equity
exposure to increase over the quarter. 
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